Evaluation Helpdesk Activities

REGIO Evaluation and European Semester Unit
Twitter: @RegioEvaluation
Extended Peer Review – Tallinn, EE

Subject of review:
1) Dossier of completed evaluation on: ‘Ex post evaluation of investment in transport infrastructure’
2) Dossier of completed evaluation: ‘Mid-term evaluation of support to SMEs and innovation’

Both will be subjected to critical appraisal by 3 leading evaluation experts with MA present at meeting
Summer School on TBIE
21-23 June 2017 - Athens, EL

Practice-oriented and interactive in nature training

Day 1: introduction to types/fields/mechanisms of TBIE

Day 2: concrete examples of planned evaluations of ERDF programmes
5 thematic workshops

Day 3: feedback from workshops
additional principles of TBIE / link with ToR training
Evaluation Helpdesk - other activities

- Summer school 2018
- Methodological support to MS